Communications

"They have the knowledge,
expertise and a good range
of skill sets - a one-stop
shop."
Chambers UK, 2017, Telecommunications

About Charles Russell Speechlys
It's a complex business and
they really understand the
risks and opportunities. They
provide quick, commercial
advice and I enjoy working
with the team."
Chambers UK, 2017,
Telecommunications

Charles Russell Speechlys is an
international law firm
headquartered in London with
offices in the UK, Europe, the
Middle East and Hong Kong.
Leaders in Communications
Charles Russell Speechlys is a leading law
firm in the communications sector
internationally.
We work with clients across the
communications sector, ranging from
major multinational communications
operators, niche start up mobile content
providers, governments, financiers, as well
as national regulatory authorities, suppliers
and users of communications services and
products.

Our international network
Our offices throughout Europe, the Middle
East and Hong Kong are fully staffed by
lawyers who live and work in those
jurisdictions and who understand the
specific requirements and nuances of each
market.
We regularly project manage large and
complex projects for our clients in multiple
jurisdictions working closely with
associated local firms. We have a particular
expertise and experience in the Middle East,
the emerging markets (including Africa and
the Caribbean), as well as across Europe.
The team is highly ranked in both Chambers
and Legal 500 for telecommunications.

Many of our lawyers have worked in
in--house,
or on secondment, with communications
companies and so have acquired a deep
sector knowledge from working inside our
clients
clients’’ organisations.
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Our Services
Our international communications group is
made up of lawyers with long experience
advising on innovative, complex and high
profile transactions.
Equally, we are used to dealing with
arrangements involving a wide range of
technologies, systems and platforms, as
well as converged and virtual platforms.

In-depth sector understanding
We have in
in--depth experience of dealing with
the many legal aspects of this exciting
sector, including:

Their biggest selling point is
their responsiveness and
willingness to help."
Chambers UK, 2016,
Telecommunications
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Adjacent digital services markets
M-financial services and secure
element/cloud based payment platforms,
e/m
e/m--commerce, m2M/IoT partnerships,
security/integrity and regulation of
connected data services and smart
cities/technologies.
Data centres
We recognise the importance of data
centres as a communications hub, as well
as enabling cloud services and the
converged economy. We are fully aware of
the changing requirements of
communications businesses with regard to
data centre ownership, relocation or
strategic points of presence, and also the
operation of IT managed services used to
deliver many cloud based or virtualized
networks and services.

Data protection and cybercrime
Addressing all aspects of global data
protection, confidentiality, information
security, cyber risks and data breaches as
part of companies
companies’’ compliance and risk
management programme.
Full service
Our teams cover a full spectrum of
disciplines ranging from regulatory,
transactional (including M&A and
privatisations and financings) through to
litigation and dispute resolution, across the
globe.
Mobile ecosystems
Access to virtual/Cloud services,
enterprise services, net neutrality,
OTT/content partnerships, regional
alliances, MVNOs/wholesale capacity and
Big Data.
Networks sharing/consolidation
Active/passive sharing, fixed/mobile
convergence, IP network upgrade, LTE
services, outsourcing, spectrum trading, in
in-market acquisitions, restructurings and
strategic alliances.

International focus: Africa
Our dedicated Africa experts have an in
in-depth understanding of the local market.
Team members have lived in and worked on
major projects in Africa, and/or undertaken
secondments with companies focusing on
African markets.
We bring together multi
multi--disciplinary teams
drawing on our expertise in TMT corporate
& commercial transactions to provide a
multi
multi--jurisdictional service to all
international corporates working in Africa.
We not only draw on the expertise within our
London office but also our local French law
expertise and French language skills through
our Paris and Luxembourg offices, allowing
for the necessary legal expertise required in
Francophone Africa as well.

"Charles Russell Speechlys
LLP’s ‘excellent’ group
provides a service that ‘feels
like an extension of an inhouse’ team."
Legal 500, 2017, IT & Telecoms

We recognise that in the communications
sector particularly, the regulatory
environment can often be a barrier to
companies. Regulations can differ between
Governments and it is important that your
advisors understand how to navigate
through these and prioritise accordingly,
always notifying you of the best location for
your investment.

In addition, we have helped support some of
the largest investors in Africa, including
Actis, the leading investor in growth
markets across Africa, Asia and Latin
America. Through this, we have worked on
innovative development and regeneration
projects, with complex cross border
financing arrangements, including
acquisition and trade finance, as well as
bond issuances and securitisations.
Geographically, we have a depth of
experience traditionally in West Africa,
focusing primarily on Nigeria, Ghana and
Côte d
d’’Ivoire; and in East and Southern
Africa, on Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, Zambia,
Tanzania and Mozambique. Recently, we
have also been involved in advising in other
countries in sub
sub--Saharan Africa including
Cameroon, The DRC, Algeria, Egypt and
Morocco.
Working with local firms
When working on transactions in
international jurisdictions, we will often
engage the services of local law firms. We
have a network of local lawyers who have
significant experience across sub
sub--Saharan
Africa, including French speaking Africa
countries ranging from Cameroon, Benin,
Gabon through to Senegal and Togo.
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International focus: Caribbean
Charles Russell Speechlys has a long
history of advising clients throughout the
Caribbean and a significant proportion of
our international work is undertaken for
clients based in the region.
We have well developed links with many
businesses and institutions throughout the
Caribbean and have advised many of the
island governments including The Bahamas,
Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago and British
Virgin Islands. We offer advice on corporate
and commercial transactions, regulatory
matters and litigation and the resolution of
disputes.
We have advised the local island
governments for many years on a variety
of litigious matters as well as project and
procurement work. This has included work
helping to overhaul communications
legislation, as well as privatisation and
liberalisation work.
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In order to provide a locally focused service
we complement our experience by working
with lawyers and other professionals who
are experienced in their relevant
jurisdictions. The approach of using
networks of firms is a tried and tested
formula for much of our international work.
As part of our commitment to the region,
we are active members of the Caribbean
Council and have hosted joint seminars with
them and other organisations such as the
Association of Caribbean Corporate
Counsel and Caribbean Central American
Action. The Caribbean Council is a specialist
not
not--for
for--profit organisation aimed at
promoting trade between the UK and the
Caribbean.

International focus: Middle East
Charles Russell Speechlys has been
operating in the Middle East region for many
years.
Our clients include government ministries,
sovereign wealth funds, regulators, local
companies and organisations, and
international businesses with a presence in
the region.
We undertake some of the highest value
transactions and cases in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates, the
State of Qatar, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
and the wider MENA region.

Our Middle East offices are staffed by
lawyers who live and work in the GCC. This
presence allows us to understand the
specific requirements and nuances of each
market in the region.
We have considerably increased the size of
our practice in the region in response to
growing demand for our services. We now
have offices in Bahrain, Dubai, Qatar and
also two associate offices in Saudi Arabia
(Riyadh and Al Khobar).

Within communications, our leading ranked
partners on the ground in the Middle East
regularly advise on high profile and high
high-value transactions in the UAE and wider
MENA region as well as supporting leading
TMT players, such as the
Telecommunications Regulatory Authority
of Bahrain and a range of leading
communications operators and service
providers.
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Selected Experience
Regulatory
Africa
Key members of our Communications
team have advised on a broad range of
strategic projects throughout sub
sub--Saharan
Africa.

Very commercial. They know
what our risks are and what we
are trying to achieve... We
trust them completely.""
Chambers UK, 2016,
Telecommunications

Bahamas
Advising on the regulation and structure of
the Bahamas communications and
broadcasting markets and the reform of the
relevant laws, including drafting new
legislation and establishing/training the new
regulator.
Bahrain
Providing the communications regulator
(TRA) with extensive legal assistance
through the provision of secondees and on
a project basis, including: in connection with
its advanced spectrum auction; the
implementation of the Kingdom's Fourth
National Telecommunications Plan; and on
the Critical Infrastructure Regulation
(setting out proposed regulatory regime
governing infrastructure sharing and
development).
Kuwait
Providing a regional mobile network
operator with regulatory advice
(assessment of communications laws,
foreign investment laws, communications
regulation and licence terms) in connection
with the on
on--going re
re--licensing of mobile
network operators in Iraq.
Kuwait
Providing a consortium whose principal
shareholder was a regional mobile network
operator with regulatory advice and bid
compliance services in connection with the
consortium
consortium’’s participation in the auction for
a third generation licence in Iran.
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Leading Middle East operator
Advising on a range of strategic regulatory
and policy issues including the provision of
secondees.
International
Providing strategic and global data
protection advice as well as policies and
procedures to Cable & Wireless
Communications.
Saudi Arabia
Assisting with the establishment and
incorporation of the subsidiary of a Saudi
communications provider in Bahrain. This
process required regulatory approvals
through the relevant authorities in the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates
Advising a leading operator in relation to the
UAE Land Access Regime, including an
analysis of the powers of the TRA of the
UAE to issue regulations relating to
mandatory access to private land under the
existing UAE legal framework and a
comparison of how such land access
issues are dealt with in other international
jurisdictions.
United Kingdom
Advised Geo Networks (now Zayo Group
UK Limited) in relation to various aspects of
its submarine communications cable from
England to Ireland, via Wales. Our role
involved providing detailed ccommunications
ommunications
regulatory and legislative analysis.
United Kingdom
Advising Gamma Telecom on a range of
regulatory issues, including dispute
determinations and appeals against the
decisions of Ofcom.

Transactional

They get the balance right
between making sure
everything is done properly
and not being too lawyerly,
focusing on commercial risks
and running an efficient
process."
Chambers UK, 2016, Corporate/M&A

Africa
Advised the owner of Spidersat
Communications on the disposal to ITC
Global. Spidersat is a leading integrator of
communications solutions focused on
satellite
satellite--based services for mining services
companies operating in Africa.

Monaco
Advised on acquisition by Cable and
Wireless plc of a significant stake in Monaco
Telecom, including detailed due diligence,
corporate documents (including
shareholders agreement) and advising on
regulatory issues.

Bahamas
Advising the Government of the
Commonwealth of the Bahamas on the
privatisation of the Bahamas
Telecommunications Company Limited.

United Kingdom
Advised AIM listed InternetQ plc, one of the
world
world’’s most successful mobile marketing
and digital entertainment solutions
providers, on a £ 72m recommended take
private.

Advising the Government of the
Commonwealth of the Bahamas in
connection with the auction of a second
mobile operating licence.
Bahrain
Advising a significant property development
company in the Kingdom of Bahrain on the
sale of its wholly
wholly--owned subsidiary
subsidiary’’s
telecommunications services and
infrastructure assets to one of the three
telco providers in the Kingdom.
Bahrain
Acting as principal adviser to a number of
leading communications operators across
the GCC in relation to a joint cable network
infrastructure project in Bahrain.
Qatar
Advising a leading communications
operator on a range of corporate,
commercial, regulatory and compliance
matters both through a secondment role
and a number of ad
ad--hoc engagements.

United Kingdom
Advising a leading UK communications
infrastructure provider on its agreements
with mobile operators.
United Kingdom
Advised the founder and other
shareholders of Worksmart Technology
Limited, an award
award--winning provider of
cloud
cloud--based telephony and video
conferencing services, on the sale of the
company to Arrow Business
Communications Limited.
United Kingdom
Acting for Aleph Capital as legal due
diligence provider on its acquisition of a
30% stake in Interoute Communications
Limited from Emirates International
Telecommunications LLC.
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Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Very strong in litigation - they
are pragmatic and to the
point."
Chambers Global, 2016, Dispute
Resolution

Bahrain
Advising in relation to the termination of a
major agreement relating to outsourced
telecommunications services and acting in
relation to cross jurisdictional proceedings
concerning submarine cables.

United Kingdom
Advising a major global communications
provider in relation to a highly technical
dispute over provision of service in a data
centre relating to termination, and
conducting an arbitration.

Bahrain
Advising the TRA on the majority of its
arbitrations and dispute procedures since
2004. In particular, we advised the TRA in
respect of an appeal in relation to the
dominant provider offering access to an
international cable landing station, and on
numerous orders requiring compliance by
Licenses with the regulatory framework
(including the imposition of fines up to
USD$4.5m).

United Kingdom
Pursuing a number of claims against
vessels for owners of subsea cables in UK
and international waters on behalf of
telecom providers and utility companies.

Bahrain
Advising a prominent GCC
telecommunications provider on a potential
multi
multi--million dispute with its largest supplier
for breach of a technical services
agreement relating to the provision of
integrated software solutions.
Qatar
Acting for a major Qatari telecoms provider
in a US$600 million arbitration claim.
England/France
Advising a major software provider on a
multimillion dollar claim in London and Paris
in relation to issues of repudiatory breach
of contract, misrepresentation and notice
provisions under English and French law.
The matter involved urgent proceedings in
the English court in order to establish
jurisdiction.
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United Kingdom
Advised a leading mobile virtual network
operator in a claim brought against it in the
High Court of Justice by a competing
operator. Our role involved advising on
issues of competition law, consumer law
and statutory duties under the e
e--Privacy
Regulations. We advised on settlement
strategy and assisted with negotiations
which allowed the claim to be extinguished
without full court proceedings.
United Kingdom
Advising a leading telecommunications
company (specialising in sub
sub--sea cables) in
an arbitration in relation to complex
technical claims.
United Kingdom
We are experts in representing clients in this
industry in mediation; these have included
representing Cable & Wireless
Communications, Virgin Media, Enigma,
Atos, Comux, Reliance, and others.

Key Contacts

Mark Moncreiffe
Partner, Head of Communications
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5101
mark.moncreiffe@crsblaw.com

Mark Bailey
Partner, Commercial & Co
Co--head of TMT
T: +44 (0)20 7427 6519
mark.bailey@crsblaw.com

Dhana Doobay
Senior Counsel, Communications
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5087
dhana.doobay@crsblaw.com

Megan Paul
Partner, Commercial
T: +44 (0)20 7438 2235
megan.paul@crsblaw.com

Paul Stone
Partner, Competition & Regulatory
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5110
paul.stone@crsblaw.com

John Sykes
Partner, Litigation & Dispute Resolution
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5131
john.sykes@crsblaw.com

Patrick Gearon
Partner, Litigation & Dispute Resolution
T: +973 17 133203
patrick.gearon@crsblaw.com

Rupert Copeman-Hill
Partner, Corporate & Commercial
T: +973 17 133211
rupert.copeman
rupert.copeman--hill@crsblaw.com

Gareth Mills
Senior Associate, Litigation & Dispute
Resolution
T: +973 17 133208
gareth.mills@crsblaw.com
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Charles Russell Speechlys works with
clients in the UK and throughout the world.
Our lawyers are based in 11 locations
across the UK, Asia, Europe and the Middle
East, and through each of these locations,
clients are able to access the full range of
the firm
firm’’s skills and expertise.
We have an unusually broad range of skills
and experience across the full spectrum of
businesses and personal needs. This gives
us a wider perspective, clear insight and a
strongly commercial long
long--term view. We
use this approach to secure the growth of
our clients as they move confidently into
the future. It has made us a leader in the
world of dynamic growth and family
business, and among the world
world’’s leading
creators and owners of private wealth and
their families. Major corporates and
institutions find our more considered and
personal approach a refreshing alternative
to conventional business law firms.
__
Contact
Mark Moncreiffe
Partner
Technology, Media & Telecommunications
T: +44 (0)20 7203 5101
mark.moncreiffe@crsblaw.com
Patrick Gearon
Partner
Technology, Media & Telecommunications
T: +973 17 13 3203
patrick.gearon@crsblaw.com
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